Participants questions and Contract Award Committee (hereinafter - CAC) responses regarding the procurement of Working Stations Renewal 2020

1. Question:

   • You wish CPU with higher score then 12028 points. There is also request that it should have Intel vPro support and it rules out AMD CPU-s. After I compared remaining 8 Intel CPUS with requested specification I found out, that there is only one suitable CPU. It is Intel Xeon E-2276M @ 2.80GHz CPU.

   Unfortunately known manufacturers use Intel Xeon E-2276M on their laptops which screen diagonal size 15,6 inch and they don't put it in smaller laptops.

   Because of that I make proposal to change technical specification of screen diagonal to 15,6 inches. It also changes which will rise to 2kg.

   Response:


2. Question:

   1. After evaluating the purchase documents and requirements for the processor, please note that there is no "At least 12028 points under test PassMark CPU Mark" performance indicator on the market that can be provided on a computer that meets all the purchase requirements. Please note that PassMark Software has recently changed version 9 to 10 of the test program, the calculation methodology has changed since April 2020, and previously collected test results are outdated. PassMark CPU Mark performance tests are performed by collecting the results of tests performed by many users under different conditions, so the indicator tends to change over time. Because testing is done with a new version and there are very few tests performed, each new test greatly distorts the results and they vary widely.

   We suggest changing the requirement accordingly: "At least 11000 points under test PassMark CPU Mark." Or remove it and specify: "At least Intel i7, at least generation 9".

   2. On the „Integrated ports“ requirement, please specify whether an LTE modem module must be included with the uSIM port?

   3. On the „Warranty service“ requirement, please note that the manufacturers on the market usually offer a warranty of up to 3 years for batteries. We suggest changing the battery warranty requirement accordingly:

   „The battery must be warranted for at least 3 years and docking station must be warranted for at least 5 years“.

   Response:

   In first case - There is supplemented by the sentence At least 9th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processor in Technical specification for Laptop on 14 May 2020;

   In the second case - On specification LTE modem module, it mustn't be included with the uSIM port.
In the third case - We did not ask manufacture's warranty for batteries. We ask only warranty, which means company have to ensure battery for 5 years, and in this case we do not need to arrange procurement request each time, when we need new battery.